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Riverina Conservatorium of Music Limited. 
A.C.N. 167 689 938 

Annual General Meeting AGENDA  

Wednesday 18th October 2016 
7.30 PM Upstairs Classroom 

1. Welcome 

2. Apologies 

3. Confirmation of the Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 

Wednesday 16th September 2015. 

4. Business Arising from AGM Minutes 16th September 2015 

5. Chairperson's Report 

6. Director's Report 

7. Treasurer’s Report 

8. General Business 

9. Appointment of Auditors for 2016/2017 

10. Setting of the 2016/17 Membership Fee 

11. Election of 2016/2017 Riverina Conservatorium of Music Incorporated Board of 

Management 

12. Close of Meeting 
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
Wednesday 16th September 2015 
7.30 PM Upstairs Classroom 
ACN 167 689 938 

MINUTES 

1. Attendees 

1.1.Present:  
Dr Andrew Wallace (Chair), Wayne Geale (Treasurer), Hamish Tait 
(CEO/ Director), Dr Jane Goddard, John Harding, Monique 
Shephard, Robyn Thurston, Dr Malcolm Allen, Joanne Burrows, 
Jeff Donovan. 

1.2.Chaired by:  
Andrew Wallace 

1.3.Minutes recorded by:  
Monique Shephard 

2. Apologies:  
Emily Pillow  

3. Confirmation of Minutes of AGM 17 September 2014 

3.1. The Minutes of the meeting of 17 September 2014 were confirmed 
as a true and accurate record of those meetings. 

Moved: John Harding 
Second:  Wayne Geale 
Carried:  All in favour 

4. Business Arising from Previous Minutes 
a. Transition of the RCM to non-profit organisation - (Chair to 

report) 
  Mr Hamish Tait confirmed that this has eventuated. Transition 
complete. 

5. Chairperson’s report 
 Dr Andrew Wallace presented his report.  

a. Teaching and Learning 
Curriculum has come a long way, and it is a good time to reflect 
on the many positive outcomes: Increased grades in AMEB; 
students staying longer; interest from other Conservatoriums in 
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our curriculum. Particular thanks to Jo Burrows for her continued 
and inclusive work. 

b. Performance 
Dr Ray King scholarship in its tenth year. Pride-inducing work 
being done in this institution. 

c. Facilities  
concerns regarding our future with changes at the University, but 
all in motion to ensure we have a home. 

d. Patrons  
Nothing yet to report, but this is underway. 

e. Future  
The organisation is its people, and they are highly commended by 
the Chair. Ready for change – bring it on. 

 
Moved: Hamish Tait 
Second:  Jane Goddard 
Carried:  All in favour 

6. Director’s Report 
The CEO/Director Hamish Tait presented the Director’s Report 

a. Dr Ray King scholarship 
This has achieved tangible rewards; we now have several past 
winners having international success as musicians. Video-
conferencing has held an integral role in some of these students’ 
success, and in many others as well. 

b. Curriculum 
Important to recognise the work of Jo Burrows. Terrific leader and 
very understanding of the requirements on all levels, and of the 
variations inherent in this area of learning. Thanks to staff for their 
work in AMEB, providing great results. Aiming for ‘top teachers’ 
position. 

c. Links with Schools  
Moved into Catholic Schools systems, as well as working with 
government schools.  

d. Performance 
Amazing amount of performance across the Conservatorium from 
the students, our own teachers, and from external musicians and 
orchestras. Workshops have been key in the past year as a great 
way to socialise for staff and students, and to be exposed to a 
higher standard of work, thereby raising their own ambitions. 

e. Partnerships  
CQU partnership has been quite successful, even with a small 
cohort. 

f. Profile and Marketing 
Important to acknowledge the support of 2AAA and ABC 

g. Human Resources 
Good to have many new names, but otherwise quite a stable 
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team. 
h. Physical Resource Management 

Refer to the Report 

i. Board 
Thanks to the Board for their support and advice across a range of 
topics. Also thanks to Jeff and Venita for their on-the-ground 
support, and to the HODs for their commitment to their roles. 

Moved: Hamish Tait 
Second:  John Harding 
Carried:  All in favour 

7.  Treasurer’s Report 
Mr Wayne Geale presented the Treasurer’s Report 

There have been many increases in income; Revenue 10 years 
ago was $750K and now it is over $1.6M to put us in a good 
position, and there has been careful financial management within 
the team. The presented budget was a ‘worst case’ scenario, 
however it has been supplemented by some unexpected grants. 
We have made some very astute purchases, managed clever 
investing in instruments and instrument repair, as well as being 
able to reinvest our interest, rather than expending it on day-to-
day operations. The License to Occupy is yet to be signed off. 
This is, overall, a pleasing result, with a surplus of $35,000. 
Thanks to Venita for all the work she does to help prepare the 
documents. 

Moved: Wayne Geale 
Second:  John Harding 
Carried:  All in favour 

8.  General Business  
Dr Andrew Wallace thanked Wayne Geale for his close management of 
the finances for the past 12 months. 
. 

9. Appointment of Auditors for 2015/2016  
 The Finance Committee is happy to say that Twomeys can be appointed 
for another year, but it is on the basis that the Finance Committee will be 
calling for Tenders in early 2016, looking for Expressions of Interest. The 
Board to approve selected auditors for the new financial year 2016-2017, 
for a three-year term. It is wise to review the auditors in a three- to five-
year period. 

Moved: Wayne Geale 
Second:  Jo Burrows 
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Carried:  All in favour 

10. Setting of the 2015/2016 Membership Fee 
 The RCM Board of Directors resolved at its last Board meeting that the 
Membership Fee remain at $2. 

Moved: Jo Burrows 
Second:  Robyn Thurston 
Carried:  All in favour 

11. Election of 2015/2016 Riverina Conservatorium of Music Limited  
Board of Management  
Mr John Harding moved that the CEO be appointed as the Returning 
Officer for this meeting. All current Directors vacated their positions. 
The Constitution requires six positions from the Community: plus a 
representative from CSU; and a representative from WWCC. 
Standing for positions of Community Representation: 

• Robyn Thurston 
• Malcolm Sidney Allen 
• Jane Goddard 
• Wayne Geale 
• Andrew Wallace 
• John Harding 

Nominations closed 7 days prior to AGM. No new nominations accepted. 
No correspondence has been received from WWCC.  
 
Mr Tait had received a delegated nomination from Miriam Dayhew 
confirming Monique Shephard as Charles Sturt University’s 
representative. 
As there were six nominations, the Returning Officer declared all 
positions filled. 
There has been no correspondence changing WWCC representation. 
 
At the last ordinary meeting it was resolved by the Board that, pending 
reelection to the Board, Directors would resume their previous positions 
until the first ordinary Board meeting in October. 

12. Meeting Closed – 8:13pm 
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RCM Chair’s Report for 2015/ 2016 
This report comes at a time of uncertainly and change, with more questions 
than answers at the end of our financial year. It also comes at a time of ongoing 
successes for the RCM. This report deals with the challenges and uncertainties 
that currently face the RCM, and dwells on the good news stories of the year 
just past. 

Our major concern this year has been our long-term security. Charles Sturt 
University intends to sell South Campus. The University has supported the 
RCM since it established the Riverina Conservatorium of Music 35 years ago. It 
has subsidized our accommodation on South Campus, even after we became 
an autonomous organisation. Over that time we have grown into a strong, 
viable institution in the Riverina that is a leader in our field in rural and regional 
N.S.W. 

The sale of South Campus leaves the RCM in a very dangerous position, as we 
along with the other Regional Conservatoriums, cannot exist if we are forced to 
pay commercial rates for our teaching, performance and administrative spaces. 
We cannot guild the lily; we are urgently looking for ways to find suitable 
accommodation, and keep the RCM as part of our community – it is that 
serious.  

We have turned to the State Government, who have recognized the value of the 
conservatorium network, and have supported the accommodation needs of all 
Conservatoriums within the network. Up to this point, the State Government has 
not needed to provide accommodation for our conservatorium. The kindness of 
Charles Sturt University and the predecessor Riverina Murray Institute of Higher 
Education has allowed the RCM to begin our work in the community. We would 
not exist without this support in the past, but the future is uncertain without the 
support of the State government.  

Our local member, Mr. Daryl Maguire has certainly been working very hard on 
our behalf to find a home, given the urgency of our situation. We have written a 
number of proposals, and he has been advocating on our behalf with the 
Premier and the State Government. We are hoping for an announcement in the 
near future that will mean that we have high quality learning and performance 
spaces to continue our work. In that regard Mr. Maguire has helped us to 
identify appropriate sites, and explore the options before us. We are actively 
pursuing the acquisition of a permanent home for the RCM through our 
submissions to the State Government, and Mr. Maguire’s representations on 
our behalf have made an enormous difference. We certainly thank Mr Maguire 
for his ongoing support. 

Our Patrons 
Now to a good news story. Our last report referred to the loss of the first patron 
to the RCM, Professor Peter Sculthorpe AO, OBE. Peter was a towering 
national figure, and a generous supporter of our RCM. In accordance with our 
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Strategic Plan we have now appointed two eminent Australians into the ongoing 
roles of Patron, to pick up where Peter left off. The news is exciting. 

The first of our new patrons is the well known and respected broadcaster Mr 
Graham Abbott. Graham lives in Adelaide and works with ABC Classic FM. He 
is a well-known and highly respected educator and conductor working in 
Australia and overseas.  

We are very excited to have Graham filling this wonderful role for our 
community. He is an inspiring figure who will inspire us. He will encourage our 
development as a centre of excellence in both performance and music 
education. He will be making his first visit to us in this capacity later this week - 
on the 21st of October. It will be a great opportunity to meet this wonderful man, 
and to welcome him to the Riverina. 

Our second patron is the much loved and recently retired Governor of New 
South Wales, Professor Dame Marie Bashir AD, CVO. Professor Bashir comes 
originally from the Riverina. She has a real passionate for our community and is 
keen to support our work in rural and regional NSW. Professor Bashir is an 
accomplished musician with a keen interest in music making and education 
especially in rural and remote communities. We were so pleased when she 
agreed to be our patron and to support our work and vision in the Riverina 
community. She has already provided enormous support to us through her 
advice, time and support for the RCM. 

Our Strategic Plan 
The RCM continues to promote our vision through our Strategic Plan – a 
document developed after conversations with staff and students at the RCM, 
and with the wider community. Our current Strategic Plan is available on the 
RCM website, and continues to drive our vision. We thank all those who 
participated in the development of the new plan this year, and look forward to 
continuing our growth and development through the vision it captures for our 
future. 

Teaching and Performance 
Our Strategic Plan calls for the systematic development of teaching and 
performance. Central to this direction is our developing curriculum, which was 
discussed at length in the reports provided in the 2015 AGM report documents.  

It is worth noting that over the last year there have been over 150 
performances, with most of these being student performances. There were 25 
professional recitals and 36 formal student recitals. The rest of our concert 
programs were made up of ensembles concerts, studio recitals, exam 
preparation recitals and a range of other performance events. This is a 
remarkable achievement, as our students engage with curriculum and with 
enhanced performance experiences. This promotes growth in understandings of 
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music and in the joys of performance before friends, family and our appreciative 
audiences. The Board would wish me to express our sincere thanks to our staff, 
students and our supporters for this wonderful achievement. 

Our staff is growing. It is with pleasure that we have welcomed the following 
staff over the year: 

• Jenny Binovec Clarinet, Saxophone, and newly appointed Head 
of Brass and Woodwind. 

• Brendan Moore  Lower Brass  
• Bronwyn Mason Brass 

• Frances Griffin Flute, Recorder, Clarinet. Bassoon 
• Jacob Curro Guitar 

• Kaid Normington  Brass 
• Keith Griffin Flute, Recorder, Saxophone 
• Matthew Garvie Piano 

• Peter Lothian Brass 
• Samantha Riordan Vocal studies 

• Tamara Spencer  Brass 
We must also thank a small number of staff who have moved onto new fields: 

• Craig Walton: who now lives and works in sunny Queensland; 

• Heather Wall: Heather has retired for the second time, after 
years of service to our community at the RCM; 

• Justin Lindgard  Justine has been transferred after his role at the 
Army Recruit Training Centre at Kapooka; and, 

• Kaid Normington – who helped us out over the past year, for which 
we are indeed thankful. 

To the supporters of change we offer our thanks 
Before I conclude this report I must again thank many people for their work our 
behalf this year. As I keep reminding our community, our Finance Committee led 
by Wayne Geale has done some wonderful work in strengthening the financial 
systems of the RCM further – so a massive thank you Wayne, Hamish and 
Venita. They have been working hard to embed the new computer based 
administrative system into our organisation – which is no easy task and we 
thank them for their tireless work on our behalf. 

Again, my thanks to our Director. Hamish has continued to work tirelessly on 
our behalf and has succeeded in raising our profile and standing in both music 
education and performance. We can never thank him enough for his efforts, 
which so often go beyond that which we might expect of him. We also thank his 
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executive team - our Associate Director - Jeff Donovan, our Heads of 
Department – Jo Burrows, Marie-Cecile Henderson and Jenny Binovec, and our 
Head of Finance, Venita Riordan. 

Special mention needs to be made of, and the team of people working in our 
office. We are indeed in good hands. I must also thank our teaching staff – no 
words can express the gratitude we all feel for their endeavors. 

We have also had the support of the Wagga Wagga City Council. We would like 
to especially thank our Mayor Mr. Rod Kendall, and his representative on our 
Board, Councillor Greg Conkey. Both men have provided incredible advice and 
support to the RCM this year and we are most grateful.  We also congratulate 
Greg on his new role as Mayor, and look forward to working with him in this 
capacity as the new year unfolds. 

I have already mentioned our local member Mr. Daryl Maguire. Daryl has been 
a great friend to the RCM over the past year, particularly as we work to 
consolidate our future in our community. He has provided both support and 
invaluable advice to our Conservatorium, and has really worked hard to 
advocate to Government on our behalf this year. I personally wish to thank Mr. 
Maguire for his support over the years – it has been much appreciated by the 
Board. 

We also thank Charles Sturt University through Miriam Dayhew, their 
representative. CSU has been very supportive in supporting the RCM in the 
past, and in smoothing our path as we find a new home after the sale of South 
Campus.  

Finally, we must also thank each member of the Board for the support and 
dedication offered over the last year to strengthen and promote our programs. 
Without their work the RCM would simply not exist, and our work would be 
greatly diminished – we owe them a round of applause for their gifts to our 
community. 

  

Dr Andrew R. Wallace 

Chair: Riverina Conservatorium of Music. 
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RCM Treasurer’s Report 2015/ 2016 

The period under review has seen us consolidate our strong financial position after 
some years of uncertainty. 

Whilst our budget surplus was a modest $15,000 this was achieved despite further 
grant decreases of $18,000. Comparisons to last year are deceptive as it included a 
one off piano donation of around $60,000 and this shows up in many of the account 
areas under review. 

Salary costs are higher mainly due to the need to have extra administration staff to 
ensure the implementation of a new database. It is disappointing to record that this 
implementation has not been as successful as envisaged and despite our staff leading 
the way in this project the suppliers have been unable to provide many of the answers 
to enable a successful outcome. At this point we have ceased using the new database 
until a more realistic assurance is given to us about its ability to provide the outcome 
that was envisaged. 

Our ability to increase our investment income was limited due to the current low 
interest rate era but due to the diligence of our senior staff and Director we have 
managed to come close to meeting our budget estimate. As a result we have again 
been able to reinvest this profit rather than use this income for our day-to-day 
operations. 

Over the past year we received $947,065 revenue from tuition fees which was an 
increase of $40,000 over the corresponding period. This reflects the greater number of 
students we are attracting. Our grant revenue was $454,516 a decrease of $17,953 on 
the previous year. 

Performance costs were $33,000 down on last year and this reflects a full year without 
the Riverina Chamber Orchestra that was unable to be funded by us due to the 
cessation of grant money for this purpose. 

We are pleased to report that all expenditure areas have been able to meet the 
required budget outcomes and this reflects on the senior staff who have been able to 
meet the projections that had been set and has helped us maintain the integrity of our 
budgeting processes and position. 

Whilst our overall financial position continues to remain steady our challenges to 
maintain this remain. We need to continue to expand our student numbers and this 
necessitates us maintaining the lowest possible fee structure but still provide the 
necessary services to our students and a comprehensive concert program to the 
community. 

My thanks go to the other members of the Finance Committee Venita Riordan and 
Hamish Tait whose knowledge and commitment to quality financial outcomes and 
accountabilities are a valued asset to the Conservatorium. 

Wayne Geale OAM:  RCM Treasurer - September 2016  
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RCM CEO/ Director’s Report for 2015/ 2016 
Hamish Tait: RCM Chief Executive Officer’s Report 2016 

Introduction  
As I prepare to write this report it always gives me great pleasure to look back 
upon the year and see where we have come. Despite losing several 
longstanding and valuable staff at the end of 2015, we have rebounded and 
grown as an organisation.  

Our mission is to provide accessible music education that enriches loves and 
builds communities. As the Riverina Conservatorium we take this very seriously 
and have worked extensively to not only build quality programs, but to ensure 
all students across the region have access to those programs.  

Our music education curriculum has continued to develop. However, we have 
also gained greater experience and insight into the pedagogical processes that 
underpin great teaching. Through better training and a focus on stronger 
student outcomes we have improved teaching standards, student 
achievements, performances and community engagement.  

Despite the positives, the RCM remains challenged by a lack of security relating 
to the RCM’s long term accomodation.  

This report will explore the key achievements and challenges faced by the RCM 
over the past year. 

Music Education Programs 

Quality Music Education Programs 
For the past several years I have reported the very positive direction of the 
RCM’s curriculum development. While this has continued into 2015/16, the 
RCM has begun to unpack the complicated layers of education and explore 
how both curriculum and pedagogical practices interleave.  

As an organisation, we are now broadly accepting of the RCM’s holistic 
curriculum approach, but as we look at the way in which teachers adopt the 
curriculum we have had to open up a whole new conversation about the 
practices implemented by each teacher in delivering quality music education.  

To achieve this the RCM has invested heavily into teacher training and 
increased staff training up to fifteen hours per year for every staff member. This 
new training regime has been designed to explore both pedagogy and 
curriculum, but also how to link the two concepts together in a way that most 
benefits every student.  

The key challenge for the organisation remains the rooted in the lack of formal 
pedagogical training of studio music teachers.  Increasingly the RCM seeks to 
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recruit new staff who have an education background in addition to music 
education and performance. However, the RCM is often unable to compete 
financially with schools for staff with classroom, pedagogical or curriculum 
experience.  

The inevitable changes to RCM teaching staff from year to year has also 
required a re-setting of training processes. It is a key challenge for the 
Association of NSW Regional Conservatoriums to address quality teaching 
across the network. It is our hope that in time tertiary institutions will offer 
specific majors in studio pedagogy to ensure the next generation of music 
teachers are not only great performers, but outstanding educators! 

Workshops 
Workshops have increasingly become a major part of the RCM’s diary over the 
last several years. There are two key workshop models that have emerged that 
ensure all students have access to ongoing high level teaching.  

 Internal Workshops and Masterclasses 
The first model of workshop to emerge over the last several years has been 
department level, instrument specific workshops. Through the outstanding 
leadership of the RCM’s Heads of Department, each department is now 
regularly offering students the ability to attend internally run workshops with a 
local expert teacher in technique and performance. 

Not only do these workshops afford students with an additional performance 
opportunity, they allow for students to collaborate in a group educational 
environment that has supported several outstanding student achievements 
including the achievement of three RCM piano students in gaining their AMusA 
Diplomas through the AMEB with Distinction - all three of them!  

These internal workshops have then naturally generated willing and capable 
masterclass participants ready to exploit the skills of visiting artists.  

 External Provider Workshops 
The second workshop model is a more traditional model where an external 
provider brings expertise to the RCM in the form of touring professional 
musicians. Over the past two years we have had multitudes of bands, the 
Australian Chamber Orchestra and two workshop visits by the Sydney 
Symphony Orchestra.  

Additionally, the RCM’s ensembles, such as the Riverina Concert Band, have 
created workshops that incorporate other regional bands and ensembles from 
Leeton, Junee and Albury. 

Australian Music Examinations Board AMEB) Results 
Measuring the outcomes of the RCM’s relentless goal for quality music 
education can be tricky. However, we are feeling confident that our work is 
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being recognised. I have reported over previous years the RCM’s success in 
achieving a Top 5 teacher position in AMEB results for Preliminary to Fifth 
Grade. In 2015 we achieved this once again! However, we were also awarded a 
Top 5 teacher position for 6th Grade to Licentiate! I am very proud indeed to 
declare that the RCM was the only NSW Regional Conservatorium to achieve a 
Top 5 place in both categories. 

Links with Schools 

Catholic Schools Office - Music Education Program  
Over the past twelve months the RCM’s relationship with the catholic schools 
network in the Riverina has massively increased. In 2015 the Regional Director 
of Catholic Education in the Riverina, Mr Alan Bowyer, successfully sought a 
budget allocation to support his vision that every student in a catholic school in 
the Wagga Wagga Diocese should have access to music education. 

In 2016 Fionnuala O’Shaughnessy was appointed as the CSO Music Program 
Officer. Her immediate task was to establish band instrument tuition programs in 
schools across the Riverina region from Coleambally in the west to 
Tumbarumba in the Snowy Mountains.  

The RCM’s expertise in the delivery of distance and dual mode (VC & Face-to-
Face) programs immediately rose to the surface. Additionally, the RCM’s 
acquisition of retired CSU Videoconferencing (VC) equipment allowed the RCM 
to immediately place five VC units into catholic schools in Coleambally, 
Tumbarumba, Narrandera, Leeton and Jerilderie. Working with teaching  staff 
from South West Music and the Riverina community, over 160 region students 
have started lessons in 2016.  

This new program has massively increased the amount of students learning via 
videoconferencing. The RCM continues to be a leader in distance music 
education and we forecast increased growth in this areas in 2016/17. 

In Term 4 of 2016 the program extended to Wagga Wagga Catholic Schools 
with the RCM now providing tuition to all of the Wagga Wagga Catholic Primary 
schools and both of the Catholic Secondary Schools.  

Annual DoE Band Day 
In 2014 the RCM initiated a new workshop day for Public School band 
programs where tuition is provided by the RCM. This initial day was enormously 
successful with over 100 public school students attending the RCM for a whole 
day of sectionals and a culminating performance combining all of the Public 
School bands.  

This success was repeated in 2015 with a major difference. The RCM was 
invited to open the Wagga Wagga Civic Theatre’s annual Twilight by the Lagoon 
series of concerts held in the Amphitheatre by the Wollundry Lagoon. This was 
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a great success with over 300 audience members including the public, parents 
and the school communities. 

The project will be repeated again in November 2016. 

Public School Programs 
The RCM continues its focus on providing high quality music eduction programs 
to the region’s public schools. In 2015, Kooringal, Lake Albert and South Wagga 
band programs were joined by a new program at Sturt Public School.  

The RCM was also saddened by the retirement of several outstanding 
principals from these key schools, but we welcome their replacements and 
these relationships continue to grow. 

Key Challenges 

The RCM, like all of the NSW Regional Conservatoriums, continue to be 
challenged by the complete lack of regulation of the music education sector. 
While the RCM and its fellow Regional Conservatoriums are required to meet  
strict guidelines imposed by the Department of Education and non-Government 
schools, these same organisations are able to employ non- Regional 
Conservatorium music education staff who are not required to meet the same 
guidelines.  

It remains the single biggest hurdle to ensure all students are learning from high 
quality teachers in all environments. While RCM teachers are required, under 
DoE guidelines, to be qualified and engaged in ongoing training in Child 
Protection, WH&S and education, the industry at large is not held to any Child 
Protection, educational, WH&S or qualifications standards. 

Performance 

Student Performances 
Student performances continue to make up the bulk of the RCM’s performance 
activities. In the twelve months from July 2015 to June 2016 the RCM presented 
over 146 student performances! By any account that represents a huge cultural 
impact in a community.  

The key catalyst for the high number of concerts has been the performance 
outcome of the RCM’s curriculum. This performance outcome requires that all 
students must complete several public performances to obtain their curriculum  
level outcomes. The RCM’s student recital program is the primary vehicle for 
these performances and it is now common for three student recitals to take 
place on any given Friday evening at the RCM.  

RCM Ensembles  
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The RCM’s ensembles also constitute a large number of the RCM’s student 
performance activities. Increasingly student ensembles are engaged in 
community events to celebrate citizenship ceremonies, Australia Day, ANZAC 
Day, mayoral receptions and other civic functions.  

Of special significance are the three RCM Community Ensembles; the Riverina 
Concert Band, The Cantilena Singers and the Murrumbidgee Magic Chorus. 
These three ensembles are constantly in performing and engaging across 
Wagga Wagga and the wider Riverina community . 

Staff and Visiting Artist Performances 
The RCM continues to place a huge significance upon the role of visiting artists 
in its annual recital series. Highlights from the 2015/16 series included return 
visits by Daniel de Borah and Slava and Leonard Grigoryan.  

However, the RCM’s staff constitute the bulk of the RCM’s professional 
performance programs. In 2015 and 2016 almost 100% of RCM teaching staff 
engaged in a professional performance activity in either the lunchtime concert 
series or the subscription series.   

Partnerships 
Central Queensland University 
The RCM’s relationship with Central Queensland University continues to 
prosper. The Diploma of Music program established in partnership with the 
RCM and the Murray Conservatorium in 2015 has had its first group of 
graduates. In 2016 five RCM students enrolled as a cohort in the Diploma.  

This group of five students have bonded as a class and have supported each 
other as a university students often do. It has been great to see them grow 
together and develop as young musicians. 
As we work through 2016 the RCM has also had two staff engage with CQU at 
a post-graduate level with Marie-Cecile Henderson accepted as a PhD 
candidate and Joanne Burrows as a MA student.  

Kurrajong Warratah  
In late 2015 the RCM commenced providing the Twilight Dance Troupe from 
Kurrajong Warratah with a weekly rehearsal venue. This has allowed the troupe 
to come to the RCM and rehearse with freedom and space.  

Branding 

Radio, Print and Television 
The RCM has continued to feel the decline in traditional media outlets for the 
support of cultural programs within the Riverina Community. Increasingly, local 
media does not respond to media alerts from the RCM and reports only 
sensational news and sporting activities.  
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With the re-structure of the ABC the RCM’s dependency upon ABC Riverina has 
reduced significantly in 2016.  

Social Media and Electronic Marketing 
Despite the changes in the traditional media, the RCM has forged new 
directions into the use of Social Media and electronic marketing activities.  

In 2016 the RCM increased its presence on Facebook and has seen a marked 
increase in page likes and the level of engagement. We have also utilised the 
sponsored post tool on the Facebook page with extraordinary outcomes. In 
particular, the RCM has used boosted, or sponsored, posts to advertise 
positions vacant. With less than half of the normal advertising outlay, the results 
have been significantly greater than any previous advertising campaign.  

MailChimp continue to be a major took for communicating with existing clients 
and concert goers and remains an economical and effective tool. 

Human Resources 

Challenges  
The Brass department has has continued to be the most challenging 
department from a continuity perspective over the past twelve months.  The 
RCM’s historic dependency upon Australian Army Band Members has limited 
the focus on in school brass development and the RCM has found it difficult to  
retain brass staff who have also been classroom qualified.  

This raises one of the principal challenges for Regional Conservatoriums  as a 
whole. Regional Conservatoriums are unable to compete for qualified staff 
against schools and school systems. Both Queensland and Victoria offer state 
funded salaried positions for qualified peripatetic teachers that far exceed that 
able to be offered by the RCM. Consequently, instrumental staff with classroom 
or school program experience are more likely to accept positions interstate or 
as classroom teachers before accepting a position as a woodwind or brass 
teacher with a regional conservatorium. This both limits the available pool of 
teachers and make recruitment extremely difficult. 

Staff Departures 
A sad component of my reporting each year is the reporting of staff departures. 
While some staff retire to continue in the Wagga Wagga community others 
leave the RCM and Wagga permanently.  

At the end of 2015 Craig Walton departed the RCM after 20 years of service. 
Crag contributed enormously to the RCM over the years as a teacher, 
conductor and Head of Department. 
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New Staff 
While it is sad to say goodbye, we also get to meet new friends and in 2016 we 
have welcomed a long list of new staff including: 

• Jenny Binovec Clarinet, Saxophone, and newly appointed Head 
of Brass and Woodwind. 

• Brendan Moore  Lower Brass  
• Bronwyn Mason Brass 

• Frances Griffin Flute, Recorder, Clarinet. Bassoon 
• Jacob Curro Guitar 

• Kaid Normington  Brass 
• Keith Griffin Flute, Recorder, Saxophone 
• Matthew Garvie Piano 

• Peter Lothian Brass 
• Samantha Riordan Vocal studies 

• Tamara Spencer  Brass 
In particular I would like to highlight the extraordinary work of Jenny Binovec as 
the RCM’s new Clarinet’ Saxophone teacher. It is never an easy task replacing 
someone with enormous history within and organisation. However, Jenny has 
not only consolidated the winds department but has actively grown the 
department to an extent unprecedented in the RCM’s history! 

Physical Resource Management 

Five Year Lease with CSU 
As reported by the RCM Chair, the RCM’s tenancy within the Blakemore 
Building is now no longer secure into the long term. We have recently signed a 
five year Licence to Occupy the current buildings with CSU guaranteeing our 
occupation during this time even if the site is sold to a third party. 

The RCM’s chief concern over the coming years is to secure the long term 
accomodation of the organisation. As reported by Dr Wallace, the RCM is 
working closely with the local member Mr Daryl Maguire to engage the NSW 
State Government in the right conversations to secure funding and 
accomodation. 

Conclusion 

2015 and 16 have been amazing years for the RCM. Filled with challenges and 
excitement, we have presented hundreds of performances, taught thousands of 
hours of tuition and consolidated ourselves as a leading music education 
institution in this country. 
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We have continued our efforts to improve the quality of music education while 
understanding the complex relationships between curriculum and pedagogy. 
This has led to significant improvements in staff training and the scope of 
services offered to students.  

As stated in the last Annual Report, the RCM’s key challenge for the upcoming 
year will be to continue our efforts to consolidate our physical resources and 
secure funding to build and enhance our teaching and performance facilities. 

Once again I would like to express my thanks to the RCM Board of Directors.  
My sincere thanks to the RCM’s Chair Dr Andrew Wallace for his tireless 
support and leadership to the RCM’s Treasurer Mr Wayne Geale for his support, 
engagement and insight. 

Special thanks once again to the RCM’s team. In particularly my thanks go to 
Jeff Donavan and Venita Riordan for their leadership and commitment to the 
RCM. Thanks also to the Heads of Department and all of the teaching staff for 
their dedication to the RCM. 

Hamish Tait AMusA, BA(Creative), GradDip(Music) MMusic, MBA USQ 
CEO/Director: Riverina Conservatorium of Music 
October 18 2016 
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RCM Vocal Department Report 2015/ 2016 

The Vocal Department has had another successful year, filled with performance 
opportunities for the students and choirs. The year has offered AMEB 
examination opportunities, competition experience with the local Eisteddfod, 
community events, choral showcases, choral concerts and student recitals.  

We were pleased to welcome Katherine Choi to the vocal department on a 
permanent basis during 2016. Katherine is fulfilling the director role of the 
Wagga Wagga Christian Choir, Tolland Choir, RCM Youth Choirs and is an 
individual vocal teacher in schools and at the RCM. Carl Cooper and Graham 
Sattler have also provided valuable assistance for our senior and diploma 
students through the provision of vocal tuition. The students and teachers were 
also privileged to welcome guest artists for master classes and concerts, 
fulfilling the curriculum outcomes for performance critique. Meredith Adams also 
continues to teach and perform as a contemporary and musical theatre 
specialist in the Vocal Department. Samantha Riordan, our Vocal Diploma 
student has also commenced teaching duties for contemporary and beginner 
students. The number of adult students undertaking vocal and musicianship 
study has also increased, with Marie-Cecile Henderson focusing on adult vocal 
pedagogy as part of doctoral study.  

The Vocal Department are proud to have the National Sweet Adeline’s Chorus 
Champions in our midst, with Murrumbidgee Magic winning the gold medal in 
2016. The Cantilena Singers, RCM Minor Details, Murrumbidgee Magic, La 
Chorale Francaise de Wagga Wagga and Wagga Wagga Christian College 
choirs all successfully competed in their sections at the Wagga Wagga 
Eisteddfod and the choirs have all showcased their diversity and harmonious 
natures at a number of collaborative events across 2015 and 2016. We 
advocate for continued high quality vocal pedagogy, performance opportunities 
and outcomes in 2016 to 2017. We are proud to recognise the notable 
achievements and events of the Vocal Department in 2015 to 2016.  

Congratulations to the following vocal scholarship winners for 2015. 

 Major Scholarship Winners: 
  Samantha Riordan - Senior Contemporary Vocal 
 Edward Prescott - Classical Vocal 
 Cecelia Steele - Over 25's Voice 

 Partial Scholarship Winners: 
 Over 25's: 
 Nicole Baxter – Vocal 

 Vocal - Contemporary: 
 Eve St John - Junior Contemporary Vocal 
 Ivy Simpson - Junior Contemporary Vocal 
 Alice Egan - Senior Contemporary Vocal 

 Vocal - Classical: Emilio Donebus 
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Gilbert & Sullivan Concerts 
A lively and comic show of G & S favourites took place on Saturday, November 
14, 2015 and Sunday, November 15, 2015, in the Bannister Room of the RCM. 
The choirs featured the Riverina Conservatorium of Music Choirs directed by 
Marie-Cecile Henderson along with RCM ensemble the Cantilena Singers 
conducted by Teresa English. There were many pieces performed from H.M.S 
Pinafore, The Pirates of Penzance and The Mikado plus many more. The two 
lively shows showcased the musical talent of the RCM Vocal Department and 
the RCM Choir Ensembles, including the Riverina Songbirds, RCM Senior 
Ensemble and the Minor Details Adult Choir. This concert will forever be 
remembered as the shortest concert ever directed by Marie-Cecile Henderson! 

Community Carols at St John's Church  
On Sunday 6th December 2015 the Wagga Wagga community was fortunate to 
witness the combining of Wagga Wagga’s choirs and vocal ensembles at St 
John’s church for a “Pleasant Sunday Afternoon” of Carols. The concert 
showcased the vast array of talent and choral diversity, with Christmas 
repertoire performed by Murrumbidgee Magic, The Wagga City Male Rugby 
Choir, Sing Australia Choir, the Combined RCM Vocal Ensembles, The 
Cantilena Singers and La Chorale Francaise de Wagga Wagga. Thank you to 
Jill Harris, Director of Murrumbidgee Magic for coordinating the event and we 
hope that the enthusiasm and participation is maintained in 2016.  

2015 Wagga Wagga Christmas Spectacular  
Sunday 13th December marked the calendar with Wagga Wagga’s annual 
Christmas Spectacular held at the Music Bowl. I was extremely proud of the 
choral performance that the Combined RCM Vocal Ensembles showcased. The 
commitment by the students was admirable and the thirty minutes of carols 
before a crowd of thousands showed enthusiasm, professionalism and 
musicality. I thank all of the students for their efforts and also thank Judy 
Gollasch and the Riverina Central Choir students for their support in performing 
with the choir. The Cantilena Singers were also joining in the Christmas cheer 
providing the choral backing for the solo performers and performing solos of 
their own. 

AMEB Rehearsal Concerts & Master Classes 
Students of Marie-Cecile Henderson performed their AMEB examination 
programs and assisted each other to prepare by critiquing and offering positive 
feedback before each session of examinations. The concerts give students the 
opportunity to gain voice stamina and grow in confidence before their 
examinations, through the performance of their whole examination program. 
The students were also privileged to learn aspects of classical technique from 
Soprano, Simone Easthope and Tenor, Andrew Goodwin, who both worked with 
students of Marie-Cecile Henderson during term 3, 2016.  

Friday Night And Scholarship Recitals  
The students of Katherine Choi, Meredith Adams, Carl Cooper, Graham Sattler 
and Marie-Cecile Henderson have performed in RCM Friday night recitals over 
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the year. Many students have been using these performance opportunities to 
prepare for their AMEB and Curriculum examinations. Our scholarship holders 
for 2016 have also enjoyed publicly performing in lunchtime concerts and Friday 
night winners’ concerts at the RCM.  

AMEB Examinations 
A number of students sat AMEB singing examinations in Albury during week 8 
of term 4 and at the RCM during week 3 of term 3. This was a highly valuable 
experience for the students and all received excellent results. 

'Opera Choruses’ Concerts 
Marie-Cecile and her Minor Details Choir, fellow staff member Katherine Choi 
and solo students presented their semester’s work of Opera Choruses and 
arias. Two shows in the RCM Bannister Room on Saturday 18th June, 2016 at 
7:30pm & Sunday 19th June, 2016 at 2:30pm were well attended & provided 
joyous & proud moments for Marie-Cecile, Andrew Wallace, Hamish Tait, Jeff 
Donovan and the performers.   

It was a proud moment for the choir members especially, as they had originally 
said at the commencement of the year, that they were unsure about whether 
performing the repertoire was achievable. There were also some very special 
solos and duets that were performed for the first time.  

RCM Ensembles Concerts 
The vocal ensembles of the RCM Community have displayed their diversity and 
repertoire at the RCM ensembles concerts held in November 2015 and March 
2016. These concerts were valuable exhibitions of how our choirs offer 
something for every member of the community.  

Murrumbidgee Magic Takes Gold (Directed by Jill Harris) 
Murrumbidgee Magic chorus competed again this year in the Sweet Adeline’s 
National Competition in Wollongong in May. They definitely achieved one better 
this year and took out the gold medal! This was following a silver medal 
achievement in 2015. Murrumbidgee Magic continues to hold numerous 
workshops with coaches and host community concerts at the RCM.  

Wagga Wagga Christian College Year 4 Choir (Directed by 
Katherine Choi)  

The Wagga Wagga Christian College Choir has performed numerous times 
within the Wagga Wagga community. The choir has made tremendous 
progress this year performing in the Wagga Wagga Eisteddfod in September, 
the Spring Festival at the Botanic Gardens in October, a Friday evening 
Concert at the Lagoon and Christmas Carols at Myer.  

French Choir “La Chorale Francaise de Wagga Wagga” (Directed 
by Lyn Hogan) 

The French Choir had the pleasure of displaying their wonderful French 
repertoire by opening the Wagga Wagga French Film Festival at the Forum Six 
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Cinemas on Thursday 14th July. The choir also gained highly commended 
places in the Wagga Wagga Eisteddfod.  

Cantilena Singers (Directed by Teresa English) 
On Sunday 26th June, the Cantilena Singers, Soprano Lyn Hogan and pianist 
Carmel Ryan supported Shanul Sharma’s farewell concert at St John’s Anglican 
Church. The concert included an enjoyable selection of operas, operettas and 
musical theatre classics. The Cantilenas gained first place in the Open Choir 
section at the Wagga Wagga Eisteddfod and will hold their annual concert “Of 
Music and Life” at the Art Gallery on Sunday 11th September.  

Sydney Gay and Lesbian Choir (SGLC) Concert  
Riverina Conservatorium of Music (RCM) vocal ensemble Minor Details – an 
amateur Wagga Wagga choir – recently had the perfect opportunity to warm up 
for its latest concert. The Sydney Gay and Lesbian Choir (SGLC) invited the 
local ensemble to perform a selection of pieces at its Riverina Playhouse 
concert. The SGLC, under the direction of Dr Sarah Penicka-Smith, was in 
Wagga on Sunday (June 12) to perform a concert to celebrate its win at the 
1992 Australian Choral Championships. Minor Details musical director and 
RCM Head of Vocal Department Marie-Cecile Henderson and accompanied by 
RCM pianist and RCM teacher Matthew Garvie, welcomed the opportunity to 
collaborate with the 65-member Sydney choir to give RCM vocal students the 
chance to gain valuable performance experience.  
 Article Excerpt by Minor Details Students, Janet Brown & Nicole Baxter 

Staff Development  
The Vocal Department staff attended the new AMEB Musical Theatre Syllabus 
workshop in February 2016. The syllabus has been a valuable tool to 
compliment the contemporary vocal curriculum of the RCM. Students of 
Meredith Adams have already successfully completed musical theatre 
examinations this year.  

Marie-Cecile Henderson continues to undertake doctoral study through Central 
Queensland University and has represented the RCM at Arts and Education 
symposiums in Brisbane. She has presented papers on her research project 
“How does singing self-efficacy affect the timbre of the voice?” 

Thank you for your valued support of the RCM Vocal Department. 

Marie-Cecile Henderson 
Head of Department (Vocal) 
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RCM Strings and Guitar Department 2015/ 2016 

During the past year, the Department of Strings and Guitar included the 
following teachers:  

violin/viola – Lauren Davis, Tamaris Pfeiffer 
cello - Damien Johnson 
double bass - Jeff Donovan  
guitar- Jeff Donovan, Reg Dury, Klaus Bussmann, Steven Jones, 
Jacob Curro 

In June 2016, there were over 100 students learning violin/viola, cello, 
and double bass as well over 60 guitar and electric bass students 
receiving lessons from a teacher in the department. 

The teaching hours for strings and guitar were spread between the 
Conservatorium and the following schools in Wagga: Kildare Catholic 
College, Mater Dei Catholic College, Wagga Wagga Christian College 
and Lutheran Primary School. 

Strings 
String classes are delivered in most of the schools in Wagga visited by 
RCM staff with classes delivered by video to All Saints in Tumbarumba 
and also Southwest Music in Deniliquin and St Josephs in Narrandera  

A significant part of the RCM’s string teaching is the Year Three Violin 
Program at Wagga Wagga Christian College, which is in its eighth year. 
The parents and students at the school are now familiar with the concept 
and learning a string instrument is seen as just a part of being in Year 
Three. There are currently five students learning cello and 41 students 
doing violin and usually around 8-10% of the Year Threes continue on 
with strings, while a number of others take up other instruments. At 
present, there are 17 continuing string players in Years Four – Ten. The 
students perform at assemblies, the school Open Day and Presentation 
Night, Grandparents Day and in a concert with Kapooka Army Band.  

Lauren Davis runs the Junior String Ensemble for young players and The 
Riverina Community Strings which caters for more advanced students as 
well as community members. Damien Johnson takes the Wagga 
Christian College String Ensemble. 

In the last 12 months a number of string students have participated in the 
Riverina Summer School for Strings, Border Music Camp and workshops 
with the Australian Opera & Ballet Orchestra.  

Guitar 
!  
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The staff of the guitar department has a wide range of experience and 
backgrounds which suits the diverse nature of the instrument and its 
many styles. Our teachers can accommodate students who want to learn 
music in such varied genres as classical, flamenco, popular, jazz, rock 
and heavy metal.  

Guitar is taught in almost every school serviced by RCM staff in Wagga 
and classes are also delivered at the RCM on South Campus. Jeff 
Donovan makes a weekly trip to Junee North Public School and teaches 
via video to All Saints in Tumbarumba while Klaus Bussmann goes to St 
Michael’s in Coolamon and Coolamon Central School. 

Twelve Rock Band workshops have taken place in the last 12 months 
with guitar, electric bass, drums and vocal students being involved. 
Members of the bands played at the Outdoor Ensembles concert in 
November 2015 and March 2016 and presented their own 30 min 
performance in the Bannister Room in June 2016. 

Student Performances 
Friday evening student recitals, held on the even weeks of school terms, 
have grown in popularity with the take up of curriculum in some string 
and guitar studios. This has led to the pleasing situation of often needing 
to run two concerts simultaneously in order to fit all the participants in. 

Staff Performances 
Staff from the Strings & Guitar Department were involved in a number of 
performances for the RCM over the past 12 months in the annual 
subscription Concert Series and the Term Two Lunchtime Series as 
follows:  

• Lauren Davis teamed with Clare Brassil and Hamish Tait for music 
from Sweden, July 2015 

• Guitariffic showcased a range of guitar styles with Jeff Donovan & 
Mitchel Kells performing classical duets and combining with Tim 
Adkins from Albury Con for trios, Reg Dury played flamenco solos 
and Rob Shannon from Mitchel Con played Django Reinhart jazz 
style; in addition, Klaus Bussmann and his trio KB3 presented 
contemporary rock tunes, August 2015. 

• Lauren Davis and Tamaris Pfeiffer teamed with Clare Brassil, Clair 
Phillips and Hamish Tait for piano quintets by Borodin and 
Shostakovich, October 2015 

• Lauren Davis combined with Clare Brassil, Justin Lingard and 
Hamish Tait for piano American string and trumpet music, 
December 2015 

• Lauren Davis performed Romantic violin repertoire with Hamish 
Tait in the Bannister Room in February 2016 
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• Klauss Bussmann performed with his trio KB3 at the Riverine Club 
March 2106  

• Australian Landscapes re-Imagined consisted of an all Australian 
program with Jeff Donovan playing Sculthorpe, combining with 
RCM alumnus Mitchel Kells on guitar duets by Davidson and 
Westlake, with Meredith Adams on songs by Charlton and newly 
composed pieces by RCM teacher Brett Thompson and also with 
Keith Griffin on flute for a duo by Houghton; April 2016 

• Jeff Donovan played bass with Meredith and the Conmen at the 
CSU Wine & Food Industry Training Centre in May 2015. 

• Lauren Davis and Tamaris Pfeiffer teamed with Clare Brassil and 
Damien Jones from Albury for Five Novelettes Glazunov in the 
Wagga Art Gallery for a lunchtime concert in June 2016 

Visiting Performers/Workshops 
• Barcelona based Australian guitarist Jacob Cordover teamed up 

with his actor brother Gideon to present Platero y Yo for narrator 
and guitar, August 2015 

• New York based Australian guitarist Rupert Boyd played to a 
packed house in the Wagga Art Gallery for a lunchtime concert in 
May 2016 

• Michael Fix gave a workshop and performance demonstrating 
fingerstyle contemporary guitar in Tommy Emmanuel style in June 
2016 

Curriculum 
The implementation of the RCM curriculum is under way in the Strings & 
Guitar Department with most involvement so far coming from the studios 
of Tamaris Pfeiffer, Catherine Holland and Jeff Donovan. This is a 
significant development for our department and is having a profound 
impact on the planning and execution of our teaching as well student 
involvement in the range of activities that the RCM has to offer. It has 
lead to an increased participation in Friday night concerts and 
attendance at RCM staff performances as well as a generally more 
focussed attitude from students in their learning. Curriculum has been 
written for Stage 1 and we are still developing the materials for the Stage 
2. 

Adult Beginning Strings (Directed by Dr Lauren Davis) 
A new experimental group for 2016. It was designed to give adults a 
chance to have a go at learning a stringed instrument. This was a class 
of mixed instruments – violins, violas, and cellos. Initially designed to run 
for a term, it has run for 2. There were 11 participants in term 1 and 6 in 
term 2. Participants learned to play simple tunes in unison and parts and 
learned the basics of note reading.  
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Primo Strings (Directed by Dr Lauren Davis) 
The group has 5 participants – all violins. They have done informal 
performances for parents in class time. We hope to expand the group in 
the second half of the year to include a cello, and to include at least one 
formal performance. 

Junior Strings (Directed by Dr Lauren Davis) 
 this group has 5 participants. It is an intergenerational ensemble, and 
includes violins, a viola, and a cello. It has done informal performances 
for parents in class time, and we plan to do at least one formal 
performance in the second half of the year. 

Riverina Community Strings (Directed by Dr Lauren Davis) 
The group contains between 15 and 18 members, who are a mix of 
advanced Conservatorium students, Uni students, and community 
members. The concerto project, started in 2015, where Conservatorium 
students are given the chance to solo with the group, continued into this 
year, with a concert in term 2. For this concert, orchestra performed a 
small selection of pieces on its own; then concertos with four student 
soloists. This concert is very popular with the group and looks to become 
an annual event for the group. 
  

Wagga Christian College Ensemble Report (Directed by Damien 
Johnson) 

The WWCC string ensemble continues to be the leading string ensemble 
of the region, defending their title in the 2015 Wagga Wagga eisteddfod 
Champions in this category successfully. Its numbers are relatively stable 
at around 12, ranging in year levels from 4 to 9. 

The major challenge for the ensemble is, due to the spread of experience 
and aptitude, obtaining arrangements that engage the individuals that 
are more developed and are looking for more challenges, whilst 
concurrently catering for the newer members. 
The group continues to meet weekly at the school, during school hours. 
This is a major reason that retention rates are so high, as out of school 
hours (i.e before and after school) ensembles have proven to be less 
attractive for school aged students.  

Jeff Donovan 
Head of Department (Strings & Guitar) 
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RCM Brass and Woodwind Department Report 2015/ 2016 

The RCM’s Woodwind & Brass Department has had a very challenging 12 
months with a large number staff changes at the beginning of 2016. Craig 
Walton finished his 20 years of employment as principal reed teacher and head 
of the Woodwind & Brass Department at the end of 2015. In 2016, Brett 
Thompson became Acting Head of Woodwind & Brass Department for 
Semester 1 and Jenny Binovec took the position of principal reed teacher from 
about week 3 of term 1. Jenny Binovec accepted the permanent position of 
Head of Department at the start of Term 4 2016.  

There was a significant increase in the number of reed hours needing to be 
taught at the beginning of 2016 and several students were reassigned to Keith 
Griffin and Fran Griffin. The department has also introduced tuition on bassoon 
and currently has a studio of two with Fran Griffin.  

Currently the members of the Brass and Woodwind department are: 

• Flute  Brett Thompson,  
Gabrielle Grosfeld,  
Jacquelyn Willcockson  
Keith Griffin 

• Recorder  Joanne Burrows,  
Fran Griffin and  
Keith Griffin 

• Clarinet   Jenny Binovec and  
Fran Griffin 

• Saxophone Jenny Binovec,  
Keith Griffin 

• Brass  Robert Thompson,  
Kaid Normington;  
Tamara Spencer,  
Bronwyn Mason  
Brendan Moore 

• Bassoon  Fran Griffin 

School Instrumental Music Programs 

Currently we are involved in the direction of three primary school bands: Lake 
Albert Public School, directed by Robert Thompson and the junior and senior 
band at Kooringal Public School, directed by Jenny Binovec. 

We have continued providing tuition support for a large number of schools 
during school hours including Kooringal Public School, Lake Albert Public 
School, South Wagga Public School, Mater Dei Junior and Senior School, 
Kildare Catholic College, Sacred Heart Primary and Lutheran School. In the 
latter part of 2015 we also began teaching as part of the new band program at 
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Sturt Public School. This has presented significant timetabling issues as more 
and more schools are restricting tutor access during the morning "prime 
learning times". 

A number of recruitment demonstrations in the various schools have taken 
place and have been more or less successful with numbers remaining stable 
overall. There has been a particular paucity, however, of lower brass and we 
have offered a lower brass subsidy (from the department discretionary budget) 
at KPS to attempt to address this. 

There has been a planning stage taking place with the Catholic Schools 
Association to develop band programs in a number of schools in more remote 
areas. This has begun now (in term 3) with Keith Griffin and Fran Griffin 
providing group lessons via Video Conference that will be supported by 
occasional face-to-face teaching. 

Workshops 
The KPS Band Sleepover is an annual event that helps prepare the KPS Band 
for upcoming performance at the NSW School Bands Competition in Sydney.  

After the hugely successful inaugural event, the Concert Band Workshop & 
Performance for the Lake Albert, South Wagga and Kooringal Public Concert 
Bands was stage again to similar success at the end of 2015. The 2015 
performance was a particular highlight of the year as it constituted the first 
“Twilight by the Lagoon” concert for the Wagga Wagga Civic Theatre. 

Curriculum 
A key challenge for the Brass and Woodwind Department has concerned the 
implementation of curriculum. With a large number of new staff members, it has 
been a process for some staff to acclimatise to the processes and procedures 
of the RCM and generally grasping a broad holistic picture of RCM’s curriculum. 
A significant step forward has been made by the adoption of a new and 
universal reporting format. This has enabled the whole department (in stage 
one at least, and irrespective of which instrument) to evaluate and document 
students' progress with pre-composed outcome indicators in terms of curriculum 
levels. 

Ensembles 
Ensemble playing continues to be a fundamental part of musical development 
at the RCM. This year the department has been working on establishing a 
common vision and following a tiered model. 

• Senior Flute Ensemble   directed by Brett Thompson 
• Junior Flute Ensemble   directed by Brett Thompson 
• Student Concert Band   directed by Keith Griffin 
• Advanced Saxophone Ensemble  directed by Jenny Binovec 
• Intermediate Woodwind Ensemble directed by Jenny Binovec 
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RCM Flute Ensembles (Directed by Brett Thompson) 
The Junior Flute Ensemble took a break during term 1 as most of the members 
graduated to other ensembles. A new group of 6 beginners commenced term 
two and are benefiting greatly from the shared experience. The new group has 
given one performance. Last year's group gave three during semester 2. 

The Senior Flute Ensemble has remained in a similar configuration with a few 
departing and a few new members. They have given four performances. 

Student Concert Band (Directed by Keith Griffin) 
The Student Concert Band had a shaky start to the year with a sudden drop in 
numbers. This was inevitable, in part, due to the newly formed Riverina Youth 
Orchestra. There is an ongoing lack of lower brass but the director, Keith Griffin, 
has been extremely determined and resourceful and the Band is continuing to 
grow again and the department has developed a number of recruitment 
strategies that Keith is implementing. 

Intermediate Woodwind Ensemble (Directed by Jenny Binovec) 
The Intermediate Woodwind Ensemble is an ensemble that comprises of 
intermediate students who have been learning their instrument (flute, clarinet 
and saxophone) between 1 - 3 years from both public and Catholic primary and 
high schools of Wagga Wagga. This ensemble is directed by clarinet/saxophone 
teacher Jenny Binovec and currently has 6 members and one of the challenges 
it faces is building student numbers due to conflict of commitments with sports 
activities. In 2016, this ensemble has only done informal performances to 
parents and family members. The plan for this ensemble is to perform at the 
RCM Student Recitals each term as well as finding other small performance 
opportunities in the area.  

Advanced Saxophone Ensemble (Directed by Jenny Binovec) 
The advanced saxophone ensemble is a newly formed ensemble in Term 1 
2016 having previously been the Saxophone and Clarinet Ensemble in 2015. It 
is made up of more advanced saxophone players, all high school students, from 
both the public and Catholic high schools as well as another teacher and led by 
clarinet and saxophone teacher Jenny Binovec. Since it's beginning the 
ensemble has been building up a selection of new and exciting repertoire. The 
ensemble has performed at a Student recital at the RCM as well as the end of 
Term 2 concert in Junee called Junee Jam. Students in this ensemble are 
enthusiastic and motivated to learn. The ensemble director, Jenny Binovec, 
plans for more performances in the community of Wagga Wagga and to develop 
an educational program with this group to take into primary schools as well as a 
tour of the Riverina in 2017. 

Brett Thompson 
Acting Head of Department (Woodwind and Brass) 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RCM Piano and Music Craft Department Report 2015/ 2016 

Piano Department 
The piano department at the RCM has continued to provide quality 
teaching with a range of qualified piano staff. Sadly, Grace Wong left the 
RCM cohort in June 2016, so as to complete her studies in piano 
pedagogy through the University of New England. Rowena Grosfeld and 
Joanne Burrows took long service leave terms two and three respectively 
and Matthew Garvie, under the mentor program currently being 
developed by Joanne Burrows and Hamish Tait, provided excellent 
tuition to students during these times. Katherine Choi recently moved to 
EMS having settled into the piano and music craft departments and built 
up her studio to a thriving studio.  

The piano staff all achieved outstanding results piano exams through 
AMEB in July, the 2015 HSC and at the Eisteddfod. Particular mention is 
made of the stunning achievement of Matthew Garvie, who under 
Hamish Tait’s teaching achieved his LMUSA through the AMEB in 
September 2016. Over eighty piano students completed at least one or 
two levels of the RCM Curriculum, over the last year, receiving their 
certificates at either the Friday Night Student Recitals or at their school 
assembly. 

Hamish Tait and Geoffrey Xeros provided brilliant piano performances as 
part of the RCM and Lunch Time Concert Series and continue to 
represent the RCM as some of these programs toured regional NSW. 
Other piano staff provide experienced and professional accompaniment 
at various concerts and recitals. Joanne Burrows continues to have 
works published by Wirripang and has resumed study through CQU with 
the goal of providing Australian music resources for beginning students. 
Additionally, both Hamish Tait (piano) and Joanne Burrows (composition) 
have continued as tutors for the first year of the CQU diploma during 
2016. Joanne Burrows acted as an ambassador for the RCM, accepting 
two invitations to provide workshops on ‘Teaching Music or Developing 
the Musician’ and ‘Duet Playing’. The first of these, the Western Australia 
Music Teachers Pedagogy Conference in Perth, April 2016 and the 
second, the Alan Lane Memorial Workshop (Studio Music Teaching), 
Queensland, 2016. 

The piano department continues to work as a cohesive unit, with 
teachers offering mutual support, providing assessments for curriculum 
students, professional piano accompaniment and collaborative teaching. 
Hamish and Joanne have continued to provide Advanced Piano Student 
and Intermediate Piano Student master classes for selected students 
every Friday for two hours. These classes have included a wide range of 
ages and mix of students who encourage and learn from each other. The 
Advanced Piano Class is a trial level 13 for which Joanne and Hamish 
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are currently writing a curriculum. Visiting artists, Daniel De Borah and 
Ben Moser also provided workshops for interested students. 

My highest praise to the piano staff: Geoffrey Xeros, Hamish Tait, 
Rowena Grosfeld, Carmel Ryan, Grace Wong (January to June 2016), 
Katherine Cho and Matthew Garvie. 

Music Craft Department 
The music craft department consists of three staff members, Joanne 
Burrows, Samantha Riordon, (completing a mentor program with Joanne 
Burrows) and Katherine Choi. The number and compositions of each 
group has grown and developed to include an Adults only class, very 
popular and well received, three beginner groups for younger children, 
music craft for singers and the usual HSC Aural Skills study group. The 
groups have been stable and popular amongst students, though there is 
still room to grow and involve more students. Well done to Samantha 
Riordon who has demonstrated initiative, commitment, and very good 
classroom management with the lively beginner classes. 

The RCM HSC Study day was held in June and record numbers of 
schools from the Riverina attended. Classroom teachers were able to 
collaborate and workshop various aspects of the HSC requirements 
around performance, compositions and musicology. The day was very 
positive. Additional schools from Albury, Leeton, and local schools were 
represented. Teachers found the day very helpful and expressed 
enthusiasm and ideas about the structure for the day for 2017.  

Joanne Burrows was also invited to present an aural session and 
workshop performances at the DET HSC Study day hosted by Wagga 
Wagga High School. This day also held in June, included music students 
from all government schools in the Riverina. The class room teachers 
expressed that the day was very helpful both to their students and as 
professional development. 

The Composer and Song Writer’s competition, was extremely well 
represented with 29 entries across the ages of 6-20.  Students in music 
craft and others who attended composer / song writer workshops in term 
three enabled students to either learn how to write their own music or to 
develop their ideas and notate these using the Sibelius music program 
provided by the RCM. Some students who entered this competition later 
entered the Wagga Wagga eisteddfod composer section, winning first 
and second places.  

The keyboard and music craft department staff wish to thank the 
administration staff, Venita Riordan, Kathy Collins, Sally Burns, Kathleen 
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Lancaster, Kylie Dunstan and Karen Peterson, especially in relation to 
the co-ordination of workshops, HSC study day, and the on going support 
each week. 

The Piano staff also wish acknowledge the consistent support, 
encouragement and untiring effort of the Director Hamish Tait, the 
Associate Director Jeff Donovan, the Chairman of the board Andrew 
Wallace and all members of the board who support the RCM and without 
whom the organization could not function. . 

Joanne Burrows  
Head of Department (Piano and Music Craft) 
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RCM Curriculum Council Report 

Stage one and two is currently being implemented by most staff, across 
all instruments except Cello, Brass and Woodwind which is still evolving 
into a settled and stable group. Stage two has been taught and assessed 
in piano and guitar and written for Violin and Viola and Classical Voice. 
The Curriculum Council continues to have productive meetings and has 
drafted a music education policy, now in review at the HOD meetings. 
The Director invited Dr Andrew Wallace to provide RCM with professional 
development on pedagogy at both Staff Development Days. These days 
were well received and extremely helpful to all staff, though there are still 
issues around some staff who continue to resist aspects of the RCM 
curriculum. Ways in which to assist staff implement Curriculum, write 
programs and provide quality music teaching are being discussed.  It is a 
goal of the Curriculum Council that the ‘Music Education Policy’ will 
clarify and enable staff to overcome these issues. 

Joanne Burrows wishes to thank the RCM executive, the RCM 
Administration team and the RCM Board for their ongoing support and 
encouragement in relation to Curriculum development. 

Joanne Burrows  
Chair of the RCM Curriculum Council. 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RCM Finance and Administration Department Report 2015/2016 

Venita Riordan, Head of Department 

The RCM’s Administration and Finance Department has had quite a 
challenging and busy year mainly due to the impediments that have come 
from trying to implement a new online Enrolment and invoicing database 
(ASAP).  
  
The trial of the system was run throughout all of the 2015/2016 Financial 
Year.  Many small program issues were identified and the RCM Finance and 
Administration team worked closely together with the ASAP system 
developers to determine solutions and plausible outcomes.  However, in 
June of 2016 it was decided to put the implementation of the database 
system on hold until all issues and ‘bugs” could be fixed by the ASAP system 
developers. It is hopeful that a retrial of the system will recommence in 
Term1 of 2017. 

The Audit process for 2015/2016 was also a little trying this year with the 
mid-year audit not being done until late June and the yearend final audit 
being conducted in August.  Receiving late notification of a movement on 
time frames for the audit process to meet the legal requirements of the 
audited financials being available for review prior to the AGM, also created 
somewhat of another push on the year end process. 

Staff movements included the welcoming of Clare Lawlor, a University 
Accounting Student at CSU.  Clare joined the team as the Assistant 
Financial Officer and has proven to have great initiative and is an efficient 
and intellectual asset to the team. 

The implementation of the database has taken many available human 
resource hours away from the developing and improving of processes and 
procedures within the Financial and Administrative Department.  Areas that 
have been identified for restructure or refining include:- 

Administration 
• Updates to staff and customer forms completed with an ongoing 

review processes being undertaken each 3-6 months.  
• Policies and Procedures review process began late in the financial 

year. Process will continue over next 6 months. 
• Sorting and reconciliation of keys issued, redeveloping the Key 

system.  
• Development of studio student retention data being collated. 
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• Management tools with reference to new student enquiries to new 
enrolments per department have been completed – presented at Year 
End to the Finance Committee. 

• Staff member, Kathleen Lancaster, is currently undertaking her 
Certificate IV in Human Resources and will take on the role of OH&S 
officer immediate after completing the qualification with tasks of 
updating the OH&S policy, manuals and procedures to meet statutory 
requirements. 

• Kathleen’s training will also see her newly developed skills being 
utilised on a task basis in areas such as;- Maintaining and up keeping 
of employment contracts and personnel folders contents;  Creating 
and implementing new staff assessment schedules for task or job role 
KPIs. 

  
Financial 
• To work towards implement Auditor recommendations: -in particularly 

the following listed;- 
• Account Receivable Debt Collection Process to be documented.  
• Fixed Asset reconciliation to be reconciled monthly to be added into 

administrative monthly procedural duties. 

I would like to express my kindest of thanks to the staff of the Financial and 
Administration team. The year has been tiresome and testing and they have 
shown great encouragement, support and enthusiasm towards their work 
and each other.  We are all hoping the 2016/2017 year allows us to take 
steps in moving forward in the area of development and improvement of 
processes, procedures and efficiencies for the department. 

Venita Riordan 
Head of Department (Finance and Administration) 
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 Riverina Conservatorium of Music Staff 2015/2016 

Administrative Staff 

Hamish Tait AMusA, BA (Creative), GradDipMus, MMus. MBA USQ  CEO/ Director 

Jeff Donovan  BA (Mus) CSM GradDipIT CSU    Associate Director 

Venita Riordan AssDip Business Acc, CertIVTAA    

      Head of Finance and Administration 

Kathy Collins       Administration 

Sally Burns       Administration 

Kathleen Lancaster       Administration 

Clare Lawlor        Administration 

Karen Petersen    Administration and Auxiliary Services 

Kylie Dunstan      Publicity and Concert Promotion 

Teaching Staff 2015/2016 

Keyboard Department 
Joanne Burrows (Head of Department) BA, Dip Teach UQ, ATCL, LTCL, AMusA 

    Piano/Recorder/Music Craft/ Accompaniment 

Katherine Choi BMus(Ed)(Syd) MEd (Syd)   Piano/Accompaniment 

Matthew Garvie AMusA, LMusA    Piano/Accompaniment 

Rowena Grosfeld AssDegMusTeach USQ   Piano/Accompaniment 

Emily Pillow DipMusic (CQU)     Piano/ Music Craft 

Carmel Ryan AssDipMus QCM, AMusA   Piano/ Accompaniment 

Hamish Tait AMusA BA (Creative), GradDipMus, MMus, MBA Piano/Chamber Music 

Grace Wong AMusA, LMusA     Piano/Accompaniment 

Geoffrey Xeros BMus (Hons) ANU    Piano/Accompaniment 

Strings and Classical Guitar Department 

Jeff Donovan (Head of Department) BA (Mus)(ANU) AMEB CPM IV   

        Guitar/Double Bass 

Lauren Davis BMus Oberlin, MMus LSU, PhD ANU   Violin 
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Reginald Dury BA ANU, AMEB CPM III     Guitar 

Damien Johnson        Cello/ Guitar 

Tamaris Pfeiffer AMusA, LMusA (Vln/Vla), BA(Dist), GradDipArts (Dist), MMus (Dist) USQ 

         Violin/Viola 

Klaus Bussman       Guitar 

Steven Jones CertII Music, BMus,DipEd (CDU)     Guitar 

Brass and Woodwind  

Jenny Binovec (Head of Department) BMus SCM  Clarinet/Saxophone 

Craig Walton (Head of Department - S2 2015) BMus ANU  

        Clarinet/Saxophone 

Brett Thompson (Acting Head of Department 2016 S1) 

AMusA, BMus, GradDipMusPerf ANU, GradDipMusEd  Flute/ Piano/ Harpsichord 

Keith Griffin D.S.C.M      Flute/Saxophone, Recorder 

Francis Griffin D.S.C.M, BSci (Hons), MSci (Hons) (Maquarie)    

        Flute, Clarinet, Bassoon 

Gabrielle Grosfeld AMusA     Flute 

Catherine Holland BMus (Hons), BTeach (Hons) UMelb  Clarinet/Musicianship 

Andrew Ball BMus       Brass 

Justin Lingard BMus       Brass 

Bronwyn Mason BA (Dist) CSU, GradDipEd (Dist)CSU   Brass 

Brendon Moore Cert IV Music, BMus QUT,     Brass 

Kaid Normington       Brass 

Tamara Spencer BMus SCM, MTeach    Brass 

Robert Thompson BMus (Newcastle) MTeach (Newcastle)  Brass 

Percussion 

Wayne Pygram      Drums/ Percussion 
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Vocal Studies Department 

Marie-Cecile Henderson (Head of Department) BMus(hons), MMus(perf)SCM

         Voice/Choral  

Meredith Adams       Voice 

Katherine Choi BMus(Ed)(Syd) MEd (Syd)    Voice/Choral 

Teresa English AMusA      Choral Conducting 

Jill Harris        Choral Conducting 

Graham Sattler Dip.Op.Art&Mus.Th; M.Perf.    Voice   
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Board of Management – Directors 2015/ 2016 

Riverina Conservatorium of Music Limited 

Dr Andrew Wallace  Chair, Community Representative 

John Harding   Deputy Chair, Community Representative 

Wayne Geale Treasurer, Community Representative 

Cr Greg Conkey  Wagga Wagga City Council Representative 

Monique Shephard  Representative of Charles Sturt University 

Robyn Thurston  Community Representative 

Dr Malcolm Allen  Community Representative 

Dr Jane Goddard  Community Representative 

Hamish Tait    CEO/ Director 

In attendance: 

Jeff Donovan   Associate Director 

Company Secretary 

Hamish Tait   CEO/ Director 
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Sponsors 2015/ 2016 

Anne Guthrie      Robert and Diane Lazarini 

Dr Ray King      Flynn Sprake Financial Planning 

Wagga Wagga RSL Club     Touchstone Pianos 

Robyn King and Family    Lititia Naismith Estate 

Wollundry Singers Scholarship Fund  Cantilena Singers 

Wagga Wagga City Council   Peter Brown and Associates 

Murrumbidgee Magic    Robyn Thurston 

Heather and David Wall    Dr Leigh Ladd 

Australian Decorative & Fine Arts Society Riverina Inc. 

George and Patricia Ceely    Jean Haste 

Jill Chappelow     Murrumbidgee Rotary Club 

Riverina Concert Band    South Wagga Lions Club 

Wollundry Rotary Club of Wagga Wagga Rotary Club of Wagga Wagga 

The O&G Centre of the Riverina 

The Riverina Conservatorium of Music would also like to acknowledge the 

significant support of the NSW Department of Education, the NSW Minister for 

Education, Charles Sturt University and Wagga Wagga City Council. The 

Riverina Conservatorium of Music is a founding member of the Association of 

NSW Regional Conservatoriums 
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RIVERINA CONSERVATORIUM OF MUSIC LIMITED 
ABN: 51 039 417 953

The Directors present their report on Riverina Conservatorium of Music Limited for the financial year ended 30
June 2016.

Information on Directors
The names of each person who has been a Director during the year and to the date of this report are:

Dr Andrew Wallace
Qualifications & Experience: BA, MLitt, DipEd, Dip.App.Sc, PhD,

Former Senior Lecturer in Education CSU
Appointed: 16/09/2015

Mr John Harding
Qualifications & Experience: FAMI (Fellow Australian Mutuals Institute)

Former Chair Wagga Mutual Credit Union.
Appointed: 16/09/2015

Mr Wayne Geale OAM
Qualifications & Experience: Former CEO Riverina Media Group

Former Mayor of Wagga Wagga
Appointed: 16/09/2015

Cr Greg Conkey OAM
Qualifications & Experience: Former Managing Editor Riverina Leader

Proprietor, Greg Conkey and Ass.
Councillor, Wagga Wagga City Council

Appointed: 16/09/2015

Mrs Monique Shephard
Qualifications & Experience: BA  Marketing Manager at CSU
Appointed: 16/09/2015

Mrs Robyn Thurston
Qualifications & Experience: Dip. Community Services,

Former CEO Wagga Wagga Chamber of Commerce
Appointed: 16/09/2015

Dr Jane Goddard
Qualifications & Experience: MB, BS, FRACRRM, BA -  General Practitioner.
Appointed: 16/09/2015

Dr Malcolm Allen
Qualifications & Experience: Bsc,MSc PhD, Former Associate Professor CSU, Fellow of the

ASVO
Appointed: 16/09/2015
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ABN: 51 039 417 953

DIRECTORS' REPORT
30 JUNE 2016

Mr Hamish Tait
Qualifications & Experience: AMusA, BA (Music), GradDip (Music), MMusic, MBA.
Appointed: 16/09/2015

Directors have been in office since the start of the financial year to the date of this report unless otherwise stated.

Principal activities
The principal activity of Riverina Conservatorium of Music Limited during the financial year was the provision of
music education services and music performance activities.

No significant changes in the nature of the Company's activity occurred during the financial year.

Short and long term objectives
To provide quality music education and performance that is accessible to all, enriching lives and building
communities in the Riverina.

To provide leadership, resources and expertise in order to support a life-long continuum of music education and
of music-making in Riverina communities.

Strategy for achieving the objectives

Our document then recognises eight areas as it attempts to break our aim into manageable components. Each
of these components (Key Performance Measure or KPMs) has a series of objectives that are met through action
statements (Indicators) that are measurable. The broad areas are listed below:

KPM – 1 Music Education Programs
To meet the music education needs of the Riverina community through a quality curriculum.

KPM – 2 Links with Schools
To develop and support curriculum, enhancing access to quality music education and strengthening relationships
with the schools of the Riverina. 

KPM – 3 Performance
To enrich the cultural life of the Riverina community through music performance, which is fundamental to the
music education role of the RCM.

KPM – 4 Partnerships
To develop and nurture mutually beneficial relationships with individuals and organisations to support the work of
the RCM.

KPM – 5 Branding
To achieve recognition as the Riverina’s principal provider of quality music education and performance.

KPM – 6 Human Resources
To build and retain a highly skilled team of music educators and performers through fostering a climate of
collegiality, inclusiveness and innovation.

KPM – 7 Physical Resource Management
Providing a safe, secure and well-resourced environment and engage in an ongoing process of planning,
development and management of the physical resources of the RCM.
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RIVERINA CONSERVATORIUM OF MUSIC LIMITED
ABN: 51 039 417 953

DIRECTORS' REPORT
30 JUNE 2016

KPM – 8 Governance and Financial Resource Management
To develop and maintain sound governance to support our aims and the maximisation of revenue for the growth
and development of the organisation, while maintaining efficient and transparent systems.

Key Performance Measures
The entity measures its performance by reviewing actions and activities against the outcomes of the Company’s
Strategic Plan. Reports are made to the Board of Management by the Chief Executive Officer. The Company’s
financial performance is monitored by the Chief Executive Officer and by Directors through the Board’s Finance
Committee and reported to the Board twice every school term.

Members guarantee
Riverina Conservatorium of Music Limited is a company limited by guarantee. In the event of, and for the purpose
of winding up of the company, the amount capable of being called up from each members and any person or
association who ceased to be a member in the year prior to the winding up, is limited to $1 for members, subject
to the provisions of the Company's constitution.

At 30 June 2016 the collective liability of members was $9 (2015: $9)

Indemnification of Officers

The company has paid premiums to insure each of the directors against liabilities for costs and expenses incurred
by them in defending any legal proceedings arising out of their conduct while acting in the capacity of director
of the company, other than conduct involving a wilful breach of duty in relation to the company 

Proceedings on Behalf of the Company

No person has applied for leave of court to bring proceedings on behalf of the company or intervene in any
proceedings to which the company is a party for the purposes of taking responsibility on behalf of the company
for all or any part of those proceedings. The company was not a party to any such proceedings during the year.

Meetings of directors 
During the financial year, 9 meetings of directors (including committees of directors) were held. Attendances by
each director during the year were as follows:

Directors'
Meetings

Number
eligible to

attend
Number
attended

Dr Andrew Wallace 9 9
Mr John Harding 9 9
Mr Wayne Geale OAM 9 8
Cr Greg Conkey OAM 9 2
Mrs Monique Shephard 9 5
Mrs Robyn Thurston 9 6
Dr Jane Goddard 9 9
Dr Malcolm Allen 9 6
Mr Hamish Tait 9 9
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Auditor's independence declaration
The lead auditor's independence declaration as required under 60-C section 60-40 of Australian Charities and
Not-for-profits Commission Act 2012 has been received and can be found on page 5 of the financial report.
Signed in accordance with a resolution of the Board of Directors:

Director: ...............................................................
Dr Andrew Wallace

Director: ................................................................
Mr Wayne Geale OAM

Dated 17 October 2016
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RIVERINA CONSERVATORIUM OF MUSIC LIMITED
ABN: 51 039 417 953

AUDITORS INDEPENDENCE DECLARATION TO THE DIRECTORS OF RIVERINA
CONSERVATORIUM OF MUSIC LIMITED

Pursuant to section 60-40 of the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission Act 2012, as lead auditors' of
Riverina Conservatorium of Music we declare that, to the best of our knowledge and belief, during the year
ended 30 June 2016, there have been:

(i) no contraventions of the auditor independence requirements as set out in the Corporations Act 2001 and
the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission Act 2012 in relation to the audit; and

(ii) no contraventions of any applicable code of professional conduct in relation to the audit.

Countplus National Audits
Authorised Audit Company

Steven J Watson CA
Director

Wagga Wagga NSW

Dated 17 October 2016
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RIVERINA CONSERVATORIUM OF MUSIC LIMITED
ABN: 51 039 417 953

STATEMENT OF PROFIT OR LOSS AND OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2016

Note
2016

$
2015

$
Revenue 4 1,557,169 1,621,385
Advertising (3,568) (5,308)
Bad and doubtful debt expenses (4,437) (733)
Depreciation and amortisation expenses (47,054) (45,648)
Employee benefits expenses (1,263,363) (1,210,086)
Insurance (32,579) (25,864)
Performance costs (29,902) (63,365)
Scholarship program (24,843) (24,354)
Other expenses (136,403) (160,987)

Profit (loss) for the year 15,020 85,040

Other comprehensive income

Total comprehensive income for the
year 15,020 85,040

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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RIVERINA CONSERVATORIUM OF MUSIC LIMITED
ABN: 51 039 417 953

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
30 JUNE 2016

Note
2016

$
2015

$

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents 5 856,037 784,942
Trade and other receivables 6 38,147 29,734
Inventories 7 3,686 4,108
Other financial assets 8 2 2
Other assets 10 1,477 5,813
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 899,349 824,599
NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Property, plant and equipment 9 441,773 477,379
TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS 441,773 477,379
TOTAL ASSETS 1,341,122 1,301,978

LIABILITIES
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Trade and other payables 11 82,014 34,938
Employee benefits 12 79,601 83,072
Other liabilities - 6,250
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 161,615 124,260
NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
Employee benefits 12 24,123 37,354
TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES 24,123 37,354
TOTAL LIABILITIES 185,738 161,614
NET ASSETS 1,155,384 1,140,364

EQUITY
Retained earnings 1,155,384 1,140,364
TOTAL EQUITY 1,155,384 1,140,364

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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RIVERINA CONSERVATORIUM OF MUSIC LIMITED
ABN: 51 039 417 953

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2016

2016
Retained
Earnings

$
Total

$
Balance at 1 July 2015 1,140,364 1,140,364
Profit attributable to members of the Company 15,020 15,020

Balance at 30 June 2016 1,155,384 1,155,384

2015
Retained
Earnings

$
Total

$

85,040 85,040
Balance at 1 July 2014
Profit attributable to members of the Company 
Retained earnings transferred from Association 1,055,324 1,055,324

Balance at 30 June 2015 1,140,364 1,140,364

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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RIVERINA CONSERVATORIUM OF MUSIC LIMITED
ABN: 51 039 417 953

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2016

Note
2016

$
2015

$

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES:
Receipts from customers 1,119,667 1,116,500
Payments to suppliers and employees (1,509,610) (1,508,209)
Interest received 22,070 23,658
Receipt from grants 454,516 472,466
Net cash provided by operating activities 86,643 104,415

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES:
Purchase of property, plant and equipment 9 (15,548) (84,043)
Net cash used by investing activities (15,548) (84,043)

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES:

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash
equivalents held 71,095 20,372
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 784,942 764,570
Cash and cash equivalents at end of financial year 5 856,037 784,942

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements. 9



RIVERINA CONSERVATORIUM OF MUSIC LIMITED
ABN: 51 039 417 953

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2016

The financial report covers Riverina Conservatorium of Music Limited as an individual entity. Riverina
Conservatorium of Music Limited is a not-for-for profit Company limited by guarantee, incorporated and
domiciled in Australia.

The functional and presentation currency of Riverina Conservatorium of Music Limited is Australian dollars.

The financial report was authorised for issue by the Directors on 17 October 2016.

Comparatives are consistent with prior years, unless otherwise stated.

1 BASIS OF PREPARATION

The financial statements are general purpose financial statements that have been prepared in accordance with
the Australian Accounting Standards - Reduced Disclosure Requirements, the Corporations Act 2001 and the
Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission Act 2012.

2 SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

(a) Income Tax
The Company is exempt from income tax under Section 50 of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997. Therefore, no
provision for taxation has been made.

(b) Leases
Leases of fixed assets where substantially all the risks and benefits incidental to the ownership of the asset, but not
the legal ownership that are transferred to the Company are classified as finance leases.
Finance leases are capitalised by recording an asset and a liability at the lower of the amounts equal to the fair
value of the leased property or the present value of the minimum lease payments, including any guaranteed
residual values. Lease payments are allocated between the reduction of the lease liability and the lease interest
expense for the period.
Lease payments for operating leases, where substantially all of the risks and benefits remain with the lessor, are
charged as expenses on a straight-line basis over the life of the lease term. 
Lease incentives under operating leases are recognised as a liability and amortised on a straight-line basis over
the life of the lease term.

(c) Revenue and other income
Revenue is recognised when the amount of the revenue can be measured reliably, it is probable that economic
benefits associated with the transaction will flow to the Company and specific criteria relating to the type of
revenue as noted below, has been satisfied.
Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable and is presented net of returns,
discounts and rebates.

Grant revenue is recognised in the profit and loss statement when the entity obtains control of the grant and it is
probable that the economic benefits gained from the grant will flow to the entity and the amount of the grant
can be measured reliably.
If conditions are attached to the grant which must be satisfied before it is eligible to receive the contribution, the
recognition of the grant as revenue will be deferred in the statement of financial position as a liability until those
conditions are satisfied.
Tuition fees for the rendering of service is recognised upon the delivery of the service to the customers.
Other income includes income arising from instrument hire, interest received, donations received, contributed
assets, performance income, wage recoveries and miscellaneous income.
All revenue is stated net of the amount of goods and services tax.
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RIVERINA CONSERVATORIUM OF MUSIC LIMITED
ABN: 51 039 417 953

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2016

2 SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES CONTINUED

(d) Goods and services tax (GST)
Revenue, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of goods and services tax (GST), except where
the amount of GST incurred is not recoverable from the Australian Taxation Office (ATO).
Receivables and payable are stated inclusive of GST.  
The net amount of GST recoverable from, or payable to, the ATO is included as part of receivables or payables in
the statement of financial position.
Cash flows in the statement of cash flows are included on a gross basis and the GST component of cash flows
arising from investing and financing activities which is recoverable from, or payable to, the taxation authority is
classified as operating cash flows.

(e) Inventories
Inventories are measured at the lower of cost and net realisable value.  Cost of inventory is determined using the
standard costs basis and is net of any rebates and discounts received.
Net realisable value is the estimated selling price in the ordinary course of business, less the estimated costs of
completion and the costs necessary to make the sale.  Net realisable value is estimated using the most reliable
evidence available at the reporting date and inventory is written down through an obsolescence provision if
necessary.

(f) Property, plant and equipment
Each class of property, plant and equipment is carried at cost or fair value less, where applicable, any
accumulated depreciation and impairment.
Items of property, plant and equipment acquired for nil or nominal consideration have been recorded at the
acquisition date fair value.
Where the cost model is used, the asset is carried at its cost less any accumulated depreciation and any
impairment losses. Costs include purchase price, other directly attributable costs and the initial estimate of the
costs of dismantling and restoring the asset, where applicable.

Land and buildings
Land and buildings are measured using the cost model.

Plant and equipment 
Plant and equipment are measured using the cost model.

Depreciation
Property, plant and equipment, excluding freehold land, is depreciated on a reducing balance basis over the
assets useful life to the Company, commencing when the asset is ready for use.
The depreciation rates used for each class of depreciable asset are shown below:
Fixed asset class Depreciation rate
Buildings 2.5-20%
Plant and Equipment 20-50%
At the end of each annual reporting period, the depreciation method, useful life and residual value of each asset
is reviewed. Any revisions are accounted for prospectively as a change in estimate.

(g) Financial instruments
Financial instruments are recognised initially using trade date accounting, i.e. on the date that the Company
becomes party to the contractual provisions of the instrument.
On initial recognition, all financial instruments are measured at fair value plus transaction costs (except for
instruments measured at fair value through profit or loss where transaction costs are expensed as incurred).

Impairment of financial assets
At the end of the reporting period the Company assesses whether there is any objective evidence that a
financial asset or group of financial assets is impaired.
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RIVERINA CONSERVATORIUM OF MUSIC LIMITED
ABN: 51 039 417 953

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2016

2 SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES CONTINUED

(h) Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents comprises cash on hand, demand deposits and short-term investments which are
readily convertible to known amounts of cash and which are subject to an insignificant risk of change in value.

(i) Employee benefits
Provision is made for the Company's liability for employee benefits arising from services rendered by employees to
the end of the reporting period. Employee benefits that are expected to be wholly settled within one year have
been measured at the amounts expected to be paid when the liability is settled.
Employee benefits expected to be settled more than one year after the end of the reporting period have been
measured at the present value of the estimated future cash outflows to be made for those benefits. In
determining the liability, consideration is given to employee wage increases and the probability that the
employee may satisfy vesting requirements. Cashflows are discounted using market yields on high quality
corporate bond rates incorporating bonds rated AAA or AA by credit agencies, with terms to maturity that match
the expected timing of cashflows. Changes in the measurement of the liability are recognised in profit or loss.

(j) Adoption of new and revised accounting standards
None of the new or revised accounting standards have had an effect on the presentation of the current and
comparative year balances.

3 CRITICAL ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES AND JUDGMENTS
The directors make estimates and judgements during the preparation of these financial statements regarding
assumptions about current and future events affecting transactions and balances.
These estimates and judgements are based on the best information available at the time of preparing the
financial statements, however as additional information is known then the actual results may differ from the
estimates.
The significant estimates and judgements made have been described below.

Key estimates - impairment of property, plant and equipment
The Company assesses impairment at the end of each reporting period by evaluating conditions specific to the
Company that may be indicative of impairment triggers. Recoverable amounts of relevant assets are reassessed
using value-in-use calculations which incorporate various key assumptions.
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RIVERINA CONSERVATORIUM OF MUSIC LIMITED
ABN: 51 039 417 953

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2016

4 REVENUE AND OTHER INCOME

2016
$

2015
$

Tuition fees 947,065 907,471
Operating grants 454,516 472,468
Other income 155,588 241,446

1,557,169 1,621,385

5 CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
2016

$
2015

$
Cash on hand 3,053 550
Bank balances 205,457 155,908
Short-term deposits 647,527 628,484

856,037 784,942

6 TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES
2016

$
2015

$

CURRENT
Trade receivables 26,759 28,287
GST receivable 520 192
Other receivables 10,868 1,255

38,147 29,734

(a) Impairment of receivables
Reconciliation of changes in the provision for impairment of receivables is as follows:
The carrying value of trade receivables is considered a reasonable approximation of fair value due to the short-
term nature of the balances.

The maximum exposure to credit risk at the reporting date is the fair value of each class of receivable in the
financial statements.

7 INVENTORIES
2016

$
2015

$

CURRENT

At cost:
Merchandise 3,686 4,108

3,686 4,108
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RIVERINA CONSERVATORIUM OF MUSIC LIMITED
ABN: 51 039 417 953

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2016

8 OTHER FINANCIAL ASSETS
2016

$
2015

$

2 2
CURRENT

Shares

9 PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
2016

$
2015

$

Music, equipment and resources
At cost 554,413 552,521
Accumulated depreciation (195,788) (164,326)

358,625 388,195

Furniture, fixtures and fittings
At cost 169,869 162,289
Accumulated depreciation (86,721) (73,105)

Total furniture, fixtures and fittings 83,148 89,184
Total plant and equipment 441,773 477,379

(a) Movements in Carrying Amounts
Movement in the carrying amounts for each class of property, plant and equipment between the beginning and
the end of the current financial year:

Plant and
Equipment

$
Total

$

Year ended 30 June 2016
Balance at the beginning of year 477,379 477,379
Additions 12,293 12,293
Disposals - written down value (845) (845)
Depreciation expense (47,054) (47,054)

Balance at the end of the year 441,773 441,773

10 OTHER ASSETS
2016

$
2015

$

CURRENT
Prepayments 1,477 5,813
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RIVERINA CONSERVATORIUM OF MUSIC LIMITED
ABN: 51 039 417 953

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2016

11 TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES
2016

$
2015

$

CURRENT
Trade payables 20,165 11,241
Other payables 61,849 23,697

82,014 34,938

12 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
2016

$
2015

$

CURRENT
Long service leave 79,601 83,072

NON-CURRENT
Long service leave 24,123 37,354

13 LEASING COMMITMENTS
In August 2016 the Riverina Conservatorium of Music (RCM) signed a Licence to Occupy specific Buildings 514,
512 & 507 on CSU South Campus Wagga Wagga. This agreement replaces a 35 year old Service Level Agreement
which included a leasehold agreement for the RCM to occupy and use buildings owned by CSU.

This licence will allow the RCM to continue using the facilities they currently occupy for five years from the date of
signing. A new agreement may be entered into at this time.

The consideration owed to CSU from the RCM for this agreement is $1 per year.

The RCM understands from Charles Sturt Univeristy that the South Campus Assets will be sold later in 2016. Charles
Sturt Univeristy has indicated to the RCM that the licence to occupy will be protected by a Head Lease held by
Charles Sturt University.

14 CONTINGENCIES
In the opinion of the Directors, the Company did not have any contingencies at 30 June 2016 (30 June 2015:
None).
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RIVERINA CONSERVATORIUM OF MUSIC LIMITED
ABN: 51 039 417 953

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2016

15 RELATED PARTIES

(a) The Company's related parties is as follows:
Tamaris Pfeiffer, an employee of the Riverina Conservatorium of Music is the spouse of the Chief Executive Officer
Mr Hamish Tait.

(i) Key management personnel:

Any person(s) having authority and responsibility for planning, directing and controlling the activities of the
entity, directly or indirectly, including any director (whether executive or otherwise) of that entity are
considered key management personnel.

The RCM Chief Executive Officer is the only Director to receive remuneration as an employee of the
organisation. Total key personnel remuneration $ 120, 899.00.

16 EVENTS AFTER THE END OF THE REPORTING PERIOD
The financial report was authorised for issue on 17 October by the Board of Directors.
No matters or circumstances have arisen since the end of the financial year which significantly affected or may
significantly affect the operations of the Company, the results of those operations or the state of affairs of the
Company in future financial years.

17 ECONOMIC DEPENDENCY
Riverina Conservatorium of Music Limited is dependent on the NSW Department of Education for a significant
portion of its revenue used to operate the business. At the date of this report the directors have no reason to
believe the NSW Department of Education will not continue to support Riverina Conservatorium of Music Limited.
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RIVERINA CONSERVATORIUM OF MUSIC LIMITED
ABN: 51 039 417 953

DIRECTORS' DECLARATION
The directors of the Company declare that:

1. The financial statements and notes, as set out on pages 6 to 16, are in accordance with the Corporations Act
2001 and the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission Act 2012 and:

a. comply with Accounting Standards - Reduced Disclosure Requirements; and

b. give a true and fair view of the financial position as at 30 June 2016 and of the performance for the year
ended on that date of the Company.

2. In the directors' opinion, there are reasonable grounds to believe that the Company will be able to pay its
debts as and when they become due and payable.

This declaration is made in accordance with a resolution of the Board of Directors.

Director ................................................................................................................................................
Dr Andrew Wallace

Director ................................................................................................................................................
Mr Wayne Geale

Dated 17 October 2016
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RIVERINA CONSERVATORIUM OF MUSIC LIMITED
ABN: 51 039 417 953

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF RIVERINA CONSERVATORIUM OF
MUSIC LIMITED

Report on the Financial Report
We have audited the accompanying financial report of Riverina Conservatorium of Music Limited, which
comprises the statement of financial position as at 30 June 2016, the statement of profit or loss and other
comprehensive income, statement of changes in equity and statement of cash flows for the year then ended,
notes comprising a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory information, and the
directors' declaration.

Directors' Responsibility for the Financial Report
The directors of the Company are responsible for the preparation of the financial report that gives a true and fair
view in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards - Reduced Disclosure Requirements , the Australian
Charities and Not-for-Profits Commission Act 2012 (ACNC Act) and Regulations. The directors responsibility also
includes such internal control as the directors determine is necessary to enable the preparation of the financial
report that gives a true and fair view and is free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 

Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial report based on our audit. We conducted our audit in
accordance with Australian Auditing Standards. Those standards require that we comply with relevant ethical
requirements relating to audit engagements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the financial report is free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
financial report. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgement, including the assessment of the
risks of material misstatement of the financial report, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk
assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the Company’s preparation of the financial report
that gives a true and fair view in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but
not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control. An audit also
includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates made by the directors, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial report.

Independence
In conducting our audit, we have complied with the independence requirements of the Corporations Act 2001.
We confirm that the independence declaration required by the Corporations Act 2001, which has been given to
the directors of Riverina Conservatorium of Music Limited, would be in the same terms if given to the directors as
at the time of this auditor’s report.

Opinion
In our opinion the financial report of Riverina Conservatorium of Music Limited is in accordance with the
Corporations Act 2001 and of the Australian Charities and Not-for-profit Commission Act 2012, including:

(a) giving a true and fair view of the Company’s financial position as at 30 June 2016 and of its performance for
the year ended on that date; and

(b) complying with Australian Accounting Standards - Reduced Disclosure Requirements , the Corporations
Regulations 2001 and Division 60 of the Australian Charities and Not-for-profit Commission Regulations 2013.

Countplus National Audits
Authorised Audit Company

Steven J Watson CA
Director
Wagga Wagga NSW

Dated 17 October 2016
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RIVERINA CONSERVATORIUM OF MUSIC LIMITED
ABN: 51 039 417 953

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2016

DISCLAIMER

The additional financial data presented on pages 20 - 21 is in accordance with the books and records of the 
Company which have been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in our statutory audit of the Company 
for the year ended 30 June 2016.  It should be appreciated that our statutory audit did not cover all details of the 
additional financial data.  A ccordingly, we do not express an opinion on such financial data and we g ive no 
warranty of accuracy or reliability in respect of the data provided.  Neither the firm nor any member or employee 
of the firm undertakes responsibility in any way whatsoever to any person (other than Riverina Conservatorium of 
Music Limited) in respect of such data, including any errors of omissions therein however caused.

Countplus National Audits Pty Ltd
Authorised Audit Company

Steven J Watson CA
Director

Wagga Wagga NSW
Dated 17 October 2016
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RIVERINA CONSERVATORIUM OF MUSIC LIMITED
ABN: 51 039 417 953

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2016

PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT

2016
$

2015
$

Income
Donations 12,224 15,218
Administration Term Fees 16,076 16,191
Scholarship Sponsorship 19,100 25,310
Travel Fee Income 1,130 1,495
Instrument Hire 18,015 22,618
Tuition Fees 947,065 907,471
Interest Income 22,070 23,658
Grants 454,516 472,468
Other Revenue 11,195 74,405
Workshop Fees 8,165 7,918
Accompaniment Fees Income 7,576 7,279
Curriculum Assessment Fees 1,064 -
Exam Fees 13,396 13,294
Merchandise Sales 1,328 1,697
Concert Income 24,249 32,363

1,557,169 1,621,385

Less: Expenses
Accompaniment Fees 2,400 2,590
Advertising 3,568 5,308
Auditors Remuneration 11,650 10,365
Bad Debts Written Off 3,712 733
Bank Charges 3,178 3,178
Cleaning Materials 1,260 1,432
Curriculum Fees 332 183
Depreciation 47,054 45,648
Discretionary Expenses 17,035 17,360
Electricity 11,473 9,008
Doubtful Debts Expense 725 -
Exam Fees 12,059 12,947
Insurance 32,579 25,864
Instrument Purchase, Maintenance &
Supplies 22,912 21,012
Loss on Sale or Disposal of Assets 4,100 11,369
Miscellaneous Expenses 976 25,369
Performance Costs 29,902 63,365
Printing, Postage & Office Supplies 17,356 15,743
Employees Leave Entitlement
Movement (16,702) 19,673
Minor Equipment & Maintenance 17,461 5,597
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RIVERINA CONSERVATORIUM OF MUSIC LIMITED
ABN: 51 039 417 953

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2016

PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT

2016
$

2015
$

Salaries & Wages 1,175,584 1,087,982
Scholarship Programme 24,843 24,354
Staff Amenities 3,182 1,927
Staff Training 2,683 1,330
Subscriptions 1,373 4,108
Superannuation Contributions 103,891 101,101
Telephone 5,702 5,157
Travelling & Accommodation 1,042 9,855
Workshop Expenses 1,544 3,787

1,542,149 1,536,345
Net profit 15,020 85,040
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17 October, 2016 

AUDIT OFFICE: MJK 

Riverina Conservatorium Of Music Limited 
PO Box 7290 
WAGGA WAGGA NSW 2650 

Dear Sirs/Mesdames, 

RE: AUDIT – YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017 

Being eligible we hereby apply for reappointment as auditors for the year ended 30 June 
2017. 

Yours faithfully, 

Countplus National Audits Pty Ltd 
Authorised Audit Company 

Steven Watson CA 
Director



17 October, 2016 

AUDIT OFFICE: MJK 

Riverina Conservatorium Of Music Limited 
PO Box 7290 
WAGGA WAGGA NSW 2650 

Dear Sirs/Mesdames, 

RE: AUDIT – YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2017 

Being eligible we hereby apply for reappointment as auditors for the year ended 30 June 
2017. 

Yours faithfully, 

Countplus National Audits Pty Ltd 
Authorised Audit Company 

Steven Watson CA 
Director


